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    This article discusses the architectural works author's copyright protection 
related question .The full text altogether divides four parts. The first part is about the 
definition of the problem architectural works. it’s based on the representative 
international organization, national and the local construction work scope definition 
carries on the analysis in the foundation, proposes author's view, namely architectural 
works including building, building design drawing and building model. The second 
part focuses on architectural works on the personal rights and ownership of the 
conflict and coordination. The personal rights of architectural work is unique, the 
right people in the exercise of their personal rights, there will be a conflict in 
ownership and the copyright, in such circumstances, the copyright usually subordinate 
to ownership. The third part mainly focuses on the conflict in architectural works 
reproduce industrial design patent right, and coordination. The reproduction right in 
architectural works property is important and complex. In this paper, as the solution of 
the conflict in the reproduction right and industrial design patent right, we give 
the principle of the first right is respected, the principle of selling out once, and the 
principle of harmonic burden of proof. These three principles can be well eliminate 
the conflict between the reproduction right and industrial design patent right. The 
last part is the conclusion. In the conclusion, we conclude that copyright protection is 
important and special which based on the status of China's legislative. 
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权法》第 3 条第 4 项，是这样规定的：“美术、建筑作品”，第 3 条(7)的规定是： 
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